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Abstract

Despite intense investigation for over 25 years, the in vivo structure of plant mitochondrial genomes remains uncertain.
Mapping studies and genome sequencing generally produce large circular chromosomes, whereas electrophoretic and

microscopic studies typically reveal linear and multibranched molecules. To more fully assess the structure of plant

mitochondrial genomes, the complete sequence of the monkeyflower (Mimulus guttatus DC. line IM62) mitochondrial DNA

was constructed from a large (35 kb) paired-end shotgun sequencing library to a high depth of coverage (;30�). The

complete genome maps as a 525,671 bp circular molecule and exhibits a fairly conventional set of features including

62 genes (encoding 35 proteins, 24 transfer RNAs, and 3 ribosomal RNAs), 22 introns, 3 large repeats (2.7, 9.6, and 29 kb),

and 96 small repeats (40–293 bp). Most paired-end reads (71%) mapped to the consensus sequence at the expected

distance and orientation across the entire genome, validating the accuracy of assembly. Another 10% of reads provided clear
evidence of alternative genomic conformations due to apparent rearrangements across large repeats. Quantitative

assessment of these repeat-spanning read pairs revealed that all large repeat arrangements are present at appreciable

frequencies in vivo, although not always in equimolar amounts. The observed stoichiometric differences for some arrangements

are inconsistent with a predominant master circular structure for the mitochondrial genome of M. guttatus IM62. Finally,

because IM62 contains a cryptic cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) system, an in silico search for potential CMS genes was

undertaken. The three chimeric open reading frames (ORFs) identified in this study, in addition to the previously identified ORFs

upstream of the nad6 gene, are the most likely CMS candidate genes in this line.

Key words: alternative genomic conformations, repeats, rearrangement, homologous recombination, cytoplasmic male

sterility.

Introduction

To date, the mitochondrial genomes from over 30 species of

land plants have been completely sequenced and publicly

released (reviewed in Mower et al. 2012). Sequenced ge-

nome sizes range from slightly more than 100 kb in themoss

Physcomitrella patens (Terasawa et al. 2007) to more than

2.7 Mb in the melon Cucumis melo (Rodriguez-Moreno

et al. 2011). Despite the large variation in overall size, plant

mitochondrial genomes typically contain a similar gene rep-

ertoire: 3 ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes, an incomplete set of

transfer RNA (tRNA) genes, and a variable subset of the
same 42 protein-coding genes involved in essential mito-

chondrial processes, such as electron transport, adenosine

triphosphate (ATP) synthesis, and protein translation (sum-

marized in Sloan et al. 2010; Mower et al. 2012). Introns

abound in all species sequenced so far, some of which con-

tain additional genes, either endonucleases or maturases,
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that are essential for proper splicing (reviewed in Bonen
2011). Genomic repeats, both large (.1 kb) and small

(,1 kb), are also prevalent in most plants, particularly seed

plants (Alverson et al. 2011b).

The physical structure of the plant mitochondrial genome

is enigmatic. Across the diversity of plants, from green algae

to angiosperms, the genome generally maps as a circular

molecule, often termed the ‘‘master circle’’ or ‘‘master chro-

mosome’’ (Lonsdale et al. 1984; Palmer and Shields 1984).
The linear chromosomes of maize line CMS-S and some

green algae such as Chlamydomonas and Polytomella (Allen
et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2010) are clearly exceptions to the

circularly mapping arrangements found for most plants. Di-

rect evidence for master chromosomes in plants is generally

lacking, although a genome-sized circle was occasionally

observed by electron microscopy in the bryophyteMarchantia
polymorpha (Oda et al. 1992; Oldenburg and Bendich
1998), and a supercoiled mitochondrial DNA fraction was

obtained from Brassica oleracea that was enriched for

DNA specific to the smaller of two predicted circular chro-

mosomes (Palmer 1988). Other than these studies, most

electrophoretic and microscopic analyses of mitochondrial

DNA fail to recover large circular chromosomes. Instead,

much of the mitochondrial genome is observed as linear

molecules and multibranched conglomerations of subge-
nome to multigenome size, and when circular molecules

are recovered, they are typically much smaller than the ex-

pected genome size (Oldenburg and Bendich 1996; Backert

and Börner 2000; Manchekar et al. 2006). These findings

have led to the idea that the circular map is not an accurate

representation of the genome structure in vivo, except per-

haps in meristematic tissue to ensure that the genome is

faithfully replicated for descendent cells (Backert et al.
1997; Arrieta-Montiel et al. 2001; Sakai et al. 2004;

Woloszynska 2010). Nevertheless, circular maps continue

to be presented in genome sequencing publications because

they are convenient indicators of genome content and se-

quencing completion. Many authors readily acknowledge

that their circular representations may be artifactual, but

none have provided convincing evidence to confirm or refute

the existence of amaster chromosome in plant mitochondria.
In addition to the uncertainties surrounding the in vivo

structure of plant mitochondrial genomes, it has also been

recognized for some time that the repeated sequences pres-

ent in these genomes can facilitate genomic rearrangement

via homologous recombination (reviewed in Lonsdale et al.

1988; Mackenzie 2007; Maréchal and Brisson 2010). This is

indirectly indicated by the near complete scrambling of gene

order among closely related species (e.g., Palmer and
Herbon 1988; Handa 2003; Ogihara et al. 2005; Alverson

et al. 2010) and by high levels of rearrangement even

among different varieties of the same species (Allen et al.

2007; Fujii et al. 2010; Darracq et al. 2011; Davila et al.

2011). Larger repeats apparently undergo high-frequency

recombination, and the various recombination products ap-
pear to be at roughly equal stoichiometry, based on South-

ern blot analyses (Palmer and Shields 1984; Palmer and

Herbon 1986; Stern and Palmer 1986; Folkerts and Hanson

1989; Klein et al. 1994; Siculella et al. 2001; Sloan et al.

2010). The apparent stoichiometric equality of repeat ar-

rangements is attributed to dynamic equilibrium of recom-

bination involving large repeats (Lonsdale et al. 1988; Janska

and Woloszynska 1997; Woloszynska 2010). That being
said, minor variations in band intensities are sometimes ob-

served in these Southern blot studies, although determining

whether the variations reflect real in vivo stoichiometric dif-

ferences or experimental limitations is challenging (Palmer

and Shields 1984). Recently, however, significant stoichio-

metric differences were shown for a large (3.6 kb) plant

mitochondrial repeat shared between two small chromo-

somes present in Cucumis sativus (Alverson et al. 2011a).
The biological significance of this variation is unclear, given

that these small chromosomes contain no obvious

mitochondrial genes and may not be essential, although

a lack of stoichiometry among chromosomes could poten-

tially affect replication rates, mitochondrial gene expression,

and further recombination within the genome. Recombina-

tion involving smaller repeats is much less frequent; yet,

these events are thought to be important for producing sub-
stoichiometric molecules which may ultimately generate the

highly rearranged genomes found among closely related

plants via substoichiometric shifting (reviewed in Mackenzie

2007; Maréchal and Brisson 2010). Recombination

around smaller repeats along with recombination-mediated

replication (Oldenburg and Bendich 1996; Backert and

Börner 2000) could account for the observation of the linear,

circular, and complex branching forms of many different sizes
(reviewed in Backert et al. 1997).

Although the lack of synteny among plant mitochondrial

genomes suggests that, in general, gene order is not impor-

tant for mitochondrial function, particular rearrangements

have been associated with mutant phenotypes and possibly

even adaptive benefits (reviewed in Arrieta-Montiel and

Mackenzie 2011). The most obvious and widespread phe-

notype associated with mitochondrial rearrangements in
plants is cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS). CMS-causing

genes prevent the production of viable pollen; plants that

would otherwise be hermaphroditic are rendered female

or ‘‘male sterile.’’ Male sterility has long been of interest

to plant breeders as male-sterile phenotypes aid in the pro-

duction of hybrid seed (Kempken and Pring 1999). Because

of this application, much of what is known about the ge-

netic basis of CMS comes from studies of economically im-
portant species. Each of the CMS-associated genes

characterized to date is unique in sequence (even amongmi-

totypes within species). However, they all share a chimeric

structure—either the open reading frame (ORF) contains re-

gions of conserved gene sequence or the ORF follows
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a conserved promoter, usually one associated with an ATP
synthase subunit (reviewed in Hanson and Bentolila

2004). Chimerism suggests that these genes arose through

recombination between functional mitochondrial genes

and unique ORFs (Schnable and Wise 1998). The prepon-

derance of CMS in flowering plants provides strong incen-

tive for understanding the pattern and cause of

mitochondrial recombination, particularly in natural popula-

tions of wild species.
Although CMS is thought to be extremely common in

plants (Laser and Lersten 1972; Kaul 1988; Schnable and

Wise 1998; Tiffin et al. 2001), few CMS genes have been

characterized genetically in wild plant species, meaning that

there are few clues about how often CMS arises in nature

and how CMS is affected by evolutionary forces. Although

significant strides have been made for understanding CMS

systems in some wild plants by comparison with closely re-
lated crops or model systems (e.g., Arrieta-Montiel et al.

2001; Darracq et al. 2011), in general, the study of CMS

genes in wild species is hindered by a dearth of molecular

tools and other genetic resources. The sequence of a CMS

gene was recently characterized in an inbred line (hereafter

‘‘IM62’’) derived from a natural population of Mimulus gut-
tatus (Phrymaceae; Case and Willis 2008), a wild species

with no agronomic value. CMS in this line is considered cryp-
tic because all individuals in the wild source population are

male fertile, even though they carry the CMS gene (Fishman

andWillis 2006; Case andWillis 2008). The lack of male ste-

rility expression results from all individuals also carrying nu-

clear fertility restoration (Rf) genes (Barr and Fishman 2010),

such that the CMS phenotype is only uncovered when

crossed to a line lacking the restorer (Fishman and Willis

2006). Male-sterile phenotypes in advanced generation
backcrosses of IM62 against a nonrestoring line were asso-

ciated with the transcription of an unknown ORF upstream

from the mitochondrial nad6 gene. Direct evidence con-

firming CMS induction by this ORF is lacking inM. guttatus,
hindered by the limited capacity to manipulate the mito-

chondrial genome in intact organisms, although this has

been done in some species (reviewed in Hanson and Bentolila

2004). Whole-mitochondrial genome sequences can fill in
some of the gaps where experimental approaches fall short.

Not only will they provide insights into the origin, expression,

and evolution of CMS genes but also the effects of CMS on

the evolution of the mitochondrial genome.

Mimulus is an emerging model system for evolutionary

and ecological genomics (Wu et al. 2008). Its relatively small

nuclear genome, short generation time, high fecundity, and

ease of propagation facilitate the development and applica-
tion of genomic tools, whereas its wide distribution in a stun-

ning diversity of habitats broadens its appeal to ecologists

and evolutionary biologists. Because of these features,

M. guttatus line IM62 was sequenced at the Joint Genome

Institute using the whole-genome shotgun sequencing

approach. From these data, the nuclear, plastid, and mito-
chondrial genome sequences were assembled. The sequence,

structure, and content of the mitochondrial genome, includ-

ing in silico evaluation of candidate CMS genes, are described

here.

Materials and Methods

Genome Assembly

Paired-end shotgun sequence reads were downloaded from

the NCBI Trace Archive repository (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/

pub/TraceDB/). Initial BlastN searches of the sequence reads

revealed that the mitochondrial genome was present at

high-copy number (.100�) compared with the nuclear ge-
nome (,10�) but lower copy comparedwith the plastid ge-

nome (.1000�). To minimize the accumulation of sizeable

nuclear contigs during assembly, all reads were subdivided

based on sequence name (defined by the four letter library

ID prefix in each name) and library insert size into four in-

dependent library subsets: Lib3kA, Lib3kB Lib8k, and

Lib35k (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material

online). In each library subset, mitochondrial read coverage
should be sufficient for reliable assembly, whereas the very

high coverage of plastid reads would cause them to be

flagged as repetitive and subsequently masked by the as-

sembler. The four library subsets were independently assem-

bled using PCAP version 06/07/05 (Huang et al. 2003) with

modified parameters: 1) the parameter specifying the min-

imum depth of coverage for repeats was increased from 75

to 200 to prevent mitochondrial reads from being flagged as
repetitive; 2) the parameter specifying the overlap percent-

age identity cutoff was reduced from 4,500 to 3,000 to

improve end-joining of contigs; 3) for assembly jobs with

.1 million reads, the parameter specifying the number of

simultaneous PCAP jobs was increased from 2 to 8. Genome

assemblies and read pair mapping patterns were visually

inspected using Consed 16.0 (Gordon et al. 1998). In each

of the four resulting assemblies, consensus sequences of the
mitochondrial contigs were virtually identical. The few

discrepancies among assemblies were examined in detail

and found to result from assembler miscalls in low-quality

regions (near the ends of contigs or at positions of plastid

insertions in the mitochondrial genome resulting from intra-

cellular gene transfer).

Genome Finishing

The Lib35k assembly was the most complete and was sub-

sequently used for in silico genome finishing by inspecting

the ends of the six mitochondrial contigs for shared overlaps
and evidence of repeats (supplementary fig. 1, Supplemen-

tary Material online). Three pairs of contig ends overlap-

ped nearly identically by 600–900 bp and were therefore

joined. For the remaining contig ends, BlastN searches

revealed that they were nearly identical to internal regions
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of other contigs. These duplicated sequences colocated in
pairs, suggesting that each duplicated pair actually defined

the ends of a larger repeat. We assumed that these putative

large repeats were in fact present in the genome, which

closed the remaining sequence gaps. Read pair mapping

information viewed in Consed strongly supported all the

above finishing work, although it was clear that other

arrangements of the genome were also possible.

The intracellular transfer of plastid and nuclear DNA into
the mitochondrial genome and mitochondrial DNA into the

nuclear genome is a frequent occurrence (Timmis et al.

2004; Mower et al. 2012). Therefore, we took care to avoid

assembly errors at regions of shared homology between the

different genomes. Because of the low coverage of the nu-

clear genome, any nuclear-copy reads erroneously assem-

bled into a mitochondrial contig would be at much lower

frequency than the mitochondrial reads and should not af-
fect the mitochondrial consensus. Conversely, because of

the very high coverage of the plastid genome, any plas-

tid-copy reads that escaped repeatmasking might introduce

errors into the mitochondrial assembly at sites of plastid in-

tegration. Indeed, clusters of polymorphic sites were de-

tected at two regions in the mitochondrial assembly, and

both regions showed strong similarity to the plastid ge-

nome from Jasminum nudum (GenBank accession number
DQ673255). To differentiate between mitochondrion-en-

coded and plastid-encoded copies, the two haplotypes were

reconstructed by examining individual read sequences that

link the variable sites within the shared segment to the

unique mitochondrial or plastid sequences flanking the

shared segment. The reconstructed mitochondrial version

was used to correct the mitochondrial consensus sequence.

Genome Assembly Verification

Shotgun sequence reads from the Lib35k library were map-

ped onto the mitochondrial consensus sequence using

BlastN (minimum length of 400 bp and at least 90% se-

quence identity). Less stringent mapping criteria (200 bp

in length and 60% identity) had little effect on the results

and no effect on conclusions. When a given read mapped

to more than one location, the hit with the highest blast
score was taken as the true location. In the case of a tie

(i.e., reads that mapped to repeats), the read position could

not be distinguished and was mapped to both positions.

Read depth of genomic coverage was measured in a num-

ber ofways using themapped reads and information provided

by the paired-end sequencing process, which sequences

both ends of clones from a library with a known average

insert size. Total read (TR) depth counts all mapped reads.
Consistent pair (CP) depth counts only those read pairs that

map to the genome in the proper head-to-head orientation

and at the expected distance (defined as less than 50%

larger or smaller than the average insert size of the library).

Inconsistent pair (IP) depth counts those read pairs that map

inconsistently; that is, they do not meet the CP criteria.
Unpaired read (UR) depth counts those mapped reads

whose mate pair does not map to the genome. Coverage

was visualized by plotting average depth using a sliding

window analysis with a 1,000 bp fixed window and a

100 bp step size.

Genome Annotation

The location of protein coding, rRNA, and tRNA genes were

determined using BlastN with known mitochondrial genes

from other angiosperms as query sequences. tRNA genes

were also predicted using tRNAscan-SE 1.23 (Lowe and
Eddy 1997). ORFs .300 bp were located using a custom

Perl script. Repeats at least 40 bp in length with fewer than

two differences were identified using Vmatch (http://

vmatch.de/). Different repeat cutoffs were evaluated, but

they had little effect on the frequency or genomic distribu-

tion of repeats.50 bp. Sites of RNA editing were predicted

using PREP-Mt with a cutoff value of 0.5 (Mower 2009).

Sites of plastid integration were identified using a BlastN
search with the Jasminum nudiflorum plastid genome as

a query and requiring a minimum match of 100 bp, filtering

out any hits resulting from homology between plastid and

mitochondrial genes. The annotated genome sequence was

deposited in GenBank under accession number JN098455.

Quantification of Repeat-Mediated Genomic
Rearrangements

Eight different genomic conformations were predicted from

the initial finished assembly by assuming that homologous

recombination occurs between copies of large repeats in the

genome. Using the stringent read mapping criteria de-
scribed above, read pairs were mapped to all eight alterna-

tive conformations. Read pairs were classified depending

on whether they mapped consistently to: all eight confor-

mations, some but not all conformations, or none of the

conformations. To quantify the abundance of each large re-

peat arrangement, the number of consistent read pairs that

spanned each large repeat in at least one conformation was

counted. Because the large repeats are of very different
sizes, the total number of spanning pairs is expected to

be different for each repeat. To normalize these counts for

all three large repeats, a more stringent countwas also taken,

which required that read pairs map in a fixedwindow around

each repeat copy (from 15 kb to 35 kb to either side of the

repeat midpoint). To quantify the abundance of substoichio-

metric molecules resulting from rearrangement at small re-

peats, read pairs that were not consistent with any of the
eightmajor genomic conformations were checked for consis-

tency with a putative rearrangement involving a small repeat.

For all large repeat arrangements, we tested for stoichio-

metric inequality, stoichiometric asymmetry, and sequencing

bias using the repeat-spanning read pair counts and Chi-
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square goodness-of-fit tests. For each large repeat, four dif-
ferent arrangements are possible, and in every case, recom-

bination alternates between two pairs of arrangements.

Each coexisting repeat pair can be considered the parental

or recombinant forms, depending on the direction of re-

combination. To test for stoichiometric inequality, the null

model assumed that each of the four possible repeat ar-

rangements should be at equal frequencies. Stoichiometric

equality would be consistent with similar rates of forward
and reverse recombination at each large repeat and more

or less equal frequencies of alternate genomic conforma-

tions within IM62. We tested for stoichiometric asymmetry

by selecting a null model that assumes that coexisting repeat

arrangements (i.e., those that coexist in the same master or

subgenomic circular chromosome) should be present at

equal frequencies. Repeat arrangements should exhibit sym-

metric stoichiometries if homologous recombination is the
only process affecting arrangement abundance, whereas

asymmetric stoichiometries could result from additional

processes contributing to the amplification or loss of single

recombination products. To test whether inequalities or

asymmetries could have resulted from sequencing bias

rather than recombinational dynamics, we counted read

pairs that consistently mapped around six independent

single-copy regions far from any repeat, and we assumed
that these single-copy regions should exhibit similar fre-

quencies in the absence of sequencing bias. As an additional

test for sequencing bias, we assumed that the read counts

for each repeat (in all arrangements after correcting for the

different repeat sizes) should be equal to each other and to

twice the count from single-copy regions. Reduced counts

for a particular repeat may indicate sequencing or cloning

bias against particular arrangements of that repeat.

Analysis of Candidate Cytoplasmic Male Sterility Genes

Based on previous analyses showing that CMS genes are

chimeric (Schnable and Wise 1998; Hanson and Bentolila

2004), a search for chimeric ORFs was conducted. All ORFs

at least 150 bp in length were compared with the identified
Mimulus mitochondrial genes using BlastN with an e-value
cutoff of 1 � 10�3. ORFs containing at least 30 bp of an

identified mitochondrial gene were characterized as

chimeric, excluding any ORFs that overlap the genomic

position of an identified gene. Transmembrane domains

in each candidate ORF were predicted using TMHMMServer

version 2.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/).

Results

Mitochondrial Genome Assembly and Verification

The finished assembly of the mitochondrial genome of

M. guttatus IM62 was a single circular chromosome of

525,671 bp. Of the 623,219 paired-end reads in the 35

kb sequencing library, 21,984 mapped to the finished mito-
chondrial assembly (fig. 1, top panel). Most of these reads

(71%) mapped consistently and evenly across the genome

(fig. 1, top panel), indicating that the finished assembly is

likely correct, the repeats in the consensus sequence are

in fact repetitive, and the single-copy regions are present

at roughly equal stoichiometry. Another 10% of reads map-

ped inconsistently to the finished assembly and clustered

around the large repeats (fig. 1, middle panel), indicating
a multipartite genome structure where additional genomic

arrangements could be resulting from high-frequency recom-

bination at the large repeats. Southern blot hybridization of

13 mitochondrial exons against mitochondrial clones from

two BAC libraries provided additional evidence for the exis-

tence of these different repeat environments (supplemen-

tary figs. 2 and 3, Supplementary Material online). The

remaining 18% of reads had a mate that did not map
to the mitochondrial genome (fig. 1, bottom panel), mostly

for trivial reasons (see supplementary text, Supplementary

Material online, for further details of assembly verification).

Mitochondrial Genomic Content

The 525,671 bp mitochondrial consensus sequence for

monkeyflower (fig. 2) is an intermediate value among
sequenced angiosperms, whose sizes range from 222 kb

in Brassica napus (Handa 2003) to 2.7 Mb in Cucumis melo
(Rodriguez-Moreno et al. 2011). GC content is 45.1%, which

is also typical for flowering plants. Genic regions comprise

7.4% of the genome, including 35 known protein-coding

genes (6.1%), 3 rRNAs (1.0%), and 24 tRNAs (0.3%). Intronic

regions cover 5–6% of the genome and include 16

cis-spliced introns (4.4%) and 6 trans-spliced introns of
uncertain length (;1%). The remaining 87% of the ge-

nome features 3 large repeats .1 kb and 96 small repeats

40–293 bp (9.0%), 16 insertions of plastid DNA .100 bp

(3.1%), and a large amount of unannotated DNA (;75%).

The 35 protein-coding genes in the Mimulus mitochon-

drial genome are a subset of the 39 found in Vitis, which

appears to represent the ancestral repertoire for core eudi-

cots (table 1). This ancestral eudicot gene count includes the
newly identified rpl10 gene found throughout land plants

(Mower and Bonen 2009; Kubo and Arimura 2010) but

not the rps2 and rps11 genes that were lost early in eudicot

history (Adams, Qiu, et al. 2002). A total of 457 sites of

RNA editing were predicted to be present in the 35

presumably functional transcripts. Of the four genes miss-

ing relative to Vitis, the rps1, rps7, and rps19 genes were

lost completely, whereas rpl2 is still present as a frame-
shifted pseudogene. BlastP searches using translated Vitismi-

tochondrial homologs against the annotated set of Mimulus
nucleus-encoded proteins identified one or more candidates

for RPL2 (mgv1a011898m), RPS1 (mgv1a014033m), RPS7

(mgv11b012968m, mgv1a022477m, and mgv1a024520m),
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and RPS19 (mgv1a015017m, mgv1a015586m, and

mgv1a015638m). In addition to the above-identified

protein-coding genes, 143 mitochondrial ORFs at least

300 bp in length were identified in intergenic regions, al-
though none of them are widely conserved among angio-

sperms. Several ORFs are chimeric, containing one or more

fragments of identifiedmitochondrial genes (see last section

of Results). Other ORFs appear to be remnants of degraded

nucleus-derived retrotransposons, a common presence in

the mitochondrial genomes of plants (Knoop et al. 1996;

Kubo et al. 2000; Notsu et al. 2002). The remaining ORFs

show little to no similarity to any proteins in GenBank
and may not encode functional products.

The mitochondrial RNA gene complement for Mimulus
includes the large subunit, small subunit, and 5S rRNAs

found in nearly all land plants so far sequenced (Selaginella
moellendorffii lacks a mitochondrion-encoded 5S rRNA;

Hecht et al. 2011), as well as 24 tRNAs predicted to recog-

nize all amino acids except alanine, arginine, and valine. All

Mimulus tRNAs have homologs in at least one other
angiosperm except for a weakly predicted trnT-UGU gene

(supplementary fig. 4, Supplementary Material online). This

tRNA has no obvious homology to any annotated tRNA

currently in GenBank, although it matches unannotated re-

gions in the Nicotiana, Arabidopsis, Vigna, Cucurbita, and
Caricamitochondrial genomes. Most Mimulus mitochondrial
tRNAs are predicted to carry the same amino acid as their ho-

mologs in other plants. However, there are three tRNA-Leu

genes (trnL-CAA, trnL-GAG, and trnL-UAA) that are not sim-

ilar to one another (supplementary fig. 4, SupplementaryMa-

terial online), andwhose closest homologs are plastid-derived

tRNAs often found in other angiosperm mitochondrial ge-

nomes (Sloan et al. 2010) that carry cysteine (trnC-GCA-

cp), isoleucine (trnI-CAU-cp), or proline (trnP-UGG-cp) rather
than leucine. There are also three nonidentical copies of

trnF-GAA (supplementary fig. 4, Supplementary Material

online). Two differ by one nucleotide substitution and a 4

bp indel and are homologous to other angiospermmitochon-

drial trnF-GAA genes, whereas the third was inserted as part

of a larger plastid integrant. Compared with most other an-

giosperms,Mimulus has a higher number of mitochondrion-

encoded tRNAs, although some may not be functional.
The set of mitochondrial introns withinMimulus includes

16 cis-spliced and 6 trans-spliced group II introns, all of
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FIG. 1.—Depth of read coverage across the genome. All reads in the Lib35k sublibrary were mapped to the mitochondrial consensus sequence

and read depth was calculated in several ways. Top panel: read depth of TRs (red line) that mapped to the mitochondrial consensus sequence and CPs

(brown line) that mapped in the proper orientation and distance. Middle panel: read depth of inconsistent read pairs mapping in a forward (IP-F, green
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which are homologous to introns in other angiosperms

(table 2). Mimulus has lost three introns (cox2-i373,
nad7-i676, and rpl2-i917) compared with Vitis, which has

retained what appears to be the full complement of 25 in-
trons present in the angiosperm common ancestor. Given

the variability of cox2 intron content across angiosperms,

the timing of cox2-i373 loss cannot be reliably determined

without additional asterid sampling. The nad7-i676 loss is

shared between Mimulus and Nicotiana, suggesting a loss

in their common ancestor. The loss of rpl2-i917 is unique

to Mimulus among sequenced angiosperms, which is curi-

ous because rpl2 appears to be a pseudogene in Mimulus.
All missing introns were lost precisely from the genome.

The Mimulus mitochondrial repeat content comprises 3

large and at least 96 small repeats. The three large repeats

are each present in two identical copies (based on the ab-

sence of sequence polymorphism among reads that map to

each repeat). In the finished assembly (fig. 2), repeats R1

FIG. 2.—Circular genome map. The outer circle shows sequence and orientation of known protein coding, rRNA, and tRNA genes. Genes are

color coded as shown at top left. Genes on the outside and inside of the outer circle are transcribed clockwise and counterclockwise, respectively. The

inner circle corresponds to the C1 conformation in figure 3, showing six single-copy regions (gradients of color) separated by the three sets of large

repeats R1–R3 (black arrows). Dark green boxes denote chloroplast inserts in the genome.
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(28,763 bp) and R2 (2,742 bp) are in inverted orientations,

whereas R3 (9,620 bp) is in direct orientation. Small repeats

were found in direct and inverted orientations at roughly

equal frequency. Over half of the small repeats were 40–50
bp in length, 31 were 51–100 bp, and 12 were 101–293

bp (supplementary fig. 5, Supplementary Material online).

Evidence of Stoichiometric Inequality and Asymmetry
for Large Repeat Arrangements

Our assembly validation procedure (fig. 1; supplementary

text, SupplementaryMaterial online) indicated that the large

repeats exist in several alternative arrangements resulting

from homologous recombination (fig. 3A), a well-known

phenomenon for plant mitochondrial genomes. Starting

from the initial circular assembly (labeled conformation C1)
and assuming homologous recombination across each large

repeat, seven additional genomic conformations (C2–C8) can

be predicted (fig. 3B). In this master circular model of multi-

partite genome structure, all eight conformations contain ex-

actly the same genomic information; the only differences are

the order and orientation of the nonrepetitive and repetitive

segments and, in some cases, the number of chromosomes.

Table 1

Mimulus Protein-Coding Gene Content Compared with Selected Angiosperms

Gene Mimulus Nicotiana Beta Arabidopsis Cucurbita Vitis Oryza Triticum

28 genesa d d d d d d d d

rpl2 W d s d d d d W

rpl10b d d s s d d W s

rpl16 d d s d d d d d

rps1 s d s s d d d d

rps2 s s s s s s d d

rps7 s s d d d d d d

rps10 d d s s d d s s

rps11 s s s s s s W s

rps13 d d d s d d d d

rps14 d W s W W d W W

rps19 s d s W d d d W

sdh3 d d s s d d s s

sdh4 d d W W d d s s

d (present) 35 37 30 31 38 39 35 33

W (pseudo) 1 1 1 3 1 0 3 3

s (absent) 5 3 10 7 2 2 3 5

a
The 28 genes include atp[1, 4, 6, 8, 9], ccm[B, C, Fc, Fn], cob, cox[1, 2, 3], matR, mttB, nad[1, 2, 3, 4, 4L, 5, 6, 7, 9], rpl5, and rps[3, 4, 12]. Although Beta vulgaris ccmC is

widely reported to be a pseudogene, it is transcribed, edited, and translated (Mower and Palmer 2006; Kitazaki et al. 2009) and is scored as functionally present here. Arabidopsis

ccmFn is split into two genes, but the two halves are counted as a single gene here. Although mttB was reported to be a pseudogene in Vitis due to an absence of a conserved start

codon (Goremykin et al. 2009), it is probably translated from an alternative start codon as suggested for other species (Sunkel et al. 1994) and is scored as present here.
b
The rpl10 gene was recently identified in a wide variety of streptophytes (Mower and Bonen 2009; Kubo and Arimura 2010).

Table 2

Mimulus Intron Content Compared with Selected Angiosperms

Intron Mimulus Nicotiana Beta Arabidopsis Cucurbita Vitis Oryza Triticum

12 cis intronsa d d d d d d d d

5 trans intronsb 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

cox2-i373 s d d s s d d d

cox2-i691 d s s d d d s s

nad1-i728 2 2 2 d d d 2 2

nad4-i976 d d s d d d d d

nad7-i676 s s d d d d d d

rpl2-i917 s d � d d d d �
rps3-i74 d d s d d d d d

rps10-i235 d d � � d d � �
d (cis-spliced) 16 17 14 18 19 20 17 16

2 (trans-spliced) 6 6 6 5 5 5 6 6

s (intron absent) 3 2 3 1 1 0 1 1

� (gene absent) 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 2

a
The 12 cis-spliced introns include ccmFc-i829, nad1-i477, nad2-[i156, i709, i1282], nad4-[i461, i1399], nad5-[i230, i1872], and nad7-[i140, i209, i917].

b
The five trans-spliced introns include nad1-[i394, i669], nad2-i542, and nad5-[i1455, i1477].
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FIG. 3.—Alternative repeat arrangements and mitochondrial genomic conformations. (A) Each of the three large repeats (R1, R2, and R3) is shown

in all four possible arrangements (a, b, c, and d). Coexisting arrangements found within particular genomic conformations are paired together as
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To examine the stoichiometric equality of these alternative
repeat arrangements, we compared the number of consis-

tent read pairs from the 35 kb library that span each repeat

(table 3, ‘‘All’’ column). The four environments for R1 are

not significantly different from equality (X2 5 1.64; df5 3;

P 5 0.64). In contrast, the four R2 environments are

significantly unequal in frequency (X2 5 66.4; df 5 3;

P 5 3 � 10�14), as are the four R3 environments (X2 5

48.7; df 5 3; P 5 1 � 10�10). Because of the small size
of the yellow single-copy region and the adjacent R2

and R3 repeats in all eight conformations (fig. 3), we also

evaluated the stoichiometry of the four possible

environments around this combined segment and again

found stoichiometric inequality (X2 5 30.6; df 5 3; P 5

1 � 10�6). Interestingly, across repeat regions, all the most

abundant environments are compatible with the C4 and C6

conformations (table 3).
These spanning read pair counts were also used to eval-

uate whether the various recombination products were

present in symmetrical stoichiometry (i.e., coexisting repeat

arrangements have equal stoichiometry with each other

but not necessarily with the other pair of coexisting

arrangements). Stoichiometric symmetry should result

from homologous recombination in the absence of

processes that amplify or reduce the frequency of single
products. For R1, this assumption appears to be valid; there

is no significant difference in the frequencies for R1a and

R1b from their average of 65.5, nor for R1c and R1d from

their average of 69.5 (X2 5 1.5; df 5 3; P 5 0.69). For R2,

although significant differences exist among all four envi-

ronments as shown in the stoichiometric equality test above,

there is only weak evidence against stoichiometric symmetry

(X2 5 8.4; df5 3; P5 0.038). This result is likely due to the
moderate (1.3-fold) disagreement between the frequencies

of coexisting arrangements R2a and R2b because there is

virtually no frequency difference between coexisting

arrangements R3c and R2d. For R3, however, the evidence

against stoichiometric symmetry is strong (X2 5 38; df5 3;

P 5 3 � 10�8), due to the large (1.9-fold) frequency differ-

ence between R3a and R3b, coupled with the moderate

(1.2-fold) difference between R3c and R3d.

Variation in Repeat Stoichiometry Is Not due to Cloning
or Sequencing Bias

Although significant differences in stoichiometry were

found for some repeat environments, we tested whether

this pattern could result from some sort of sequencing bias
(as opposed to in vivo stoichiometric differences). Sequenc-

ing bias could reflect cloning bias during the construction or

maintenance of the libraries or from systematic bias of the

sequencing platform. The overall stability of TR coverage

across the single-copy regions of the genome (evenness

of the red line across fig. 1) suggests that sequencing bias

is minimal. However, our statistical test for sequencing bias

showed that the 1.25-fold variation in read pair counts among
single-copy regions (table 3E) is significant (X25 20.5; df5 5;

P 5 0.001). These tallies and the TR coverage in figure 1

suggest a slight excess of reads from the pink single-copy

region that lies between R2 and R3 at roughly 420–480

kb in conformation C1.

This 1.25-fold variation among environments can be con-

sidered a threshold for detecting stoichiometric differences

that cannot be attributed to sequencing bias. At this thresh-
old, the differences in frequency among the four R2 or R3

environments are still significantly greater than expected un-

der stoichiometric equality as they show 1.8- to 2-fold var-

iation in read pair counts among environments, respectively

(table 3B and 3C), and a 3.3-fold range for the combined

R2 þ R3 segment (table 3D). With respect to stoichiometric

symmetry, R3 is still significantly asymmetric because of the

1.9-fold variation that exists between R3a and R3b (table
3C). However, the weakly significant result for stoichiomet-

ric asymmetry at R2 is less reliable because the frequency

difference between R2a and R2b is only 1.26-fold (table 3B),
so potential sequencing bias effects cannot be excluded.

Sequencing bias was also examined by comparing the

length-adjusted number of spanning read pairs for each

large repeat and single-copy region (table 3; ‘‘Fixed dis-

tance’’ column). If the stoichiometric differences for R2
and R3 environments are due to pervasive sequencing bias

against particular environments rather than real in vivo

differences, then the total number of spanning read pairs

for all R2 or R3 environments should be lower than for

the R1 environments or for twice the number at the

single-copy regions. However, this is not the case (X2 5

1.4; df 5 3; P 5 0.68). In addition, there is no major drop

in TR coverage in the single-copy regions adjacent to R2 and
R3 compared with other single-copy regions (red line in fig.

1). Thus, there does not appear to be a major reduction in

the overall representation of R2 and R3 in the sequence

data. Instead, the more pronounced variation in read pair

counts among R2 and R3 environments likely reflects true

in vivo preferences for particular environments.

recombination products (a þ b and c þ d). (B) Eight complete conformations (C1–C8) are possible for the Mimulus mitochondrial genome as the result

of homologous recombination between one of the three large repeat pairs (direction of black arrows on genome maps indicates orientation between

repeat copies). Recombination between inverted repeats leads to inversions of genomic segments in different conformations (gray arrows), whereas

recombination between direct repeats causes genomic fission or fusion events (brown arrows). The repeat facilitating a particular recombination event

is labeled on each arrow. The six single-copy genomic regions are shown in gradients of color; the same color for each single-copy region was used in all

conformations.
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Genomic Basis for CMS in M. guttatus IM62

A previous study on themolecular basis of cryptic CMS inM.
guttatus IM62 found that the region upstream from the

nad6 gene was associated with the CMS phenotype (Case

and Willis 2008). It was suggested that one or more ORFs
upstream of nad6 (fig. 4A) might be cotranscribed with

nad6 and cause CMS in the absence of a fertility restorer

allele. A particularly strong candidate for CMS is orf290;
it is immediately downstream from a second copy of the

atp1 promoter, which is at the end of the largest inverted

repeat that is immediately adjacent to orf290, and in fact,

the first 8 bp of orf290 and atp1 are identical (fig. 4A).
Association with an ATP synthase subunit is important
because nearly all the CMS-associated genes known in

plants involve proximity to or inclusion of an ATP synthase

gene or promoter (Hanson and Bentolila 2004). It is also

strongly predicted to encode a protein with a transmem-

brane domain, which is another common feature of CMS

proteins (Hanson and Bentolila 2004).

As an independent strategy to identify additional or alter-

native candidate CMS genes in the Mimulus mitochondrial

genome, an in silico search for chimeric genes was per-

formed. Nine ORFs at least 150 bp in length were identified

that contain a .30 bp fragment of a known mitochondrial

gene (table 4). Three of these ORFs (orf387, orf112, and

orf56) contain the largest fragments of one or more mito-

chondrial protein-coding genes (fig. 4B), and the fragments

are in the same reading frame as the full-length gene copies

fromwhich the fragments were presumably derived (table 4).

Thus, these ORFs have the potential to cause CMS by directly

competing with their functional protein counterparts and

disrupting bioenergetic complexes. All three are predicted

to encode one or more transmembrane domains, and

orf387 is a particularly likely additional candidate because

it includes portions of atp6 (table 4; fig. 4B). The six remain-

ing ORFs contain smaller fragments of known genes that are

from the complementary DNA strand and/or from ribosomal

RNA genes that are not normally translated (table 4), and

Table 3

Read Pair Counts for Alternative Repeat Conformations

Region ID Region Environmenta

Spanning Read Pairs

Compatible ConformationsAll Fixed Distance

A. Repeat R1 (28,763 bp)

R1a Violet-R1-Green 72 58 C1, C3, C4, C7

R1b Cyan-R1-Red 59 53 C1, C3, C4, C7

R1c Violet-R1-Red 67 58 C2, C5, C6, C8

R1d Cyan-R1-Green 72 61 C2, C5, C6, C8

230 All (�2)

B. Repeat R2 (2,742 bp)

R2a Green-R2-Red 283 54 C1, C2, C4, C6

R2b Yellow-R2-Pink 356 81 C1, C2, C4, C6

R2c Green-R2-Pink 202 33 C3, C5, C7, C8

R2d Yellow-R2-Red 196 37 C3, C5, C7, C8

205 All (�2)

C. Repeat R3 (9,620 bp)

R3a Violet-R3-Yellow 130 27 C1, C2, C3, C5

R3b Pink-R3-Cyan 241 65 C1, C2, C3, C5

R3c Violet-R3-Cyan 217 52 C4, C6, C7, C8

R3d Pink-R3-Yellow 265 72 C4, C6, C7, C8

216 All (�2)

D. Segment R2 þ R3 (29,250 bp)

R3a þ R2b Violet-R3-Yellow-R2-Pink 22 19 C1, C2

R3a þ R2d Violet-R3-Yellow-R2-Red 16 14 C3, C5

R3d þ R2b Pink-R3-Yellow-R2-Pink 54 48 C4, C6

R3d þ R2d Pink-R3-Yellow-R2-Red 23 19 C7, C8

100 All

E. Single-copy regionsb

SC1 Red (40 kb) 517 76 All

SC2 Red (110 kb) 555 109 All

SC3 Green (190 kb) 604 115 All

SC4 Violet (275 kb) 529 91 All

SC5 Violet (355 kb) 565 110 All

SC6 Pink (460 kb) 646 136 All

a
Colors listed in the region environments correspond to the single-copy regions in figures 2 and 3.

b
Numbers in parentheses indicate genomic position in the C1 conformation.
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none is predicted to contain a transmembrane domain.
These six ORFs are less likely to be CMS-causing genes unless

they act at the RNA level or in a more indirect manner to

disrupt mitochondrial function.

Interestingly, each of the four strongest candidate CMS

regions contains small repeats that may facilitate genomic

rearrangement (fig. 4). Evaluation of read pair information

provides evidence of low-level recombination between

orf387 and atp6 and between orf112 and sdh3 (fig. 4), sug-
gesting that recombinant DNA molecules are present at

a substoichiometric level in M. guttatus IM62. If these ORFs

are CMS genes, rearrangements at these small repeats may

be responsible for regulating CMS expression via substoi-

chiometric shifting (McCauley and Olson 2008).

In Northern hybridizations using total RNA frommale-sterile

and male-fertile full sibs (Case and Willis 2008), atp6, nad6,

and cob probes all showed transcript heteromorphism
among sibs (sdh3 and nad5were not tested). However, only

atp6 and nad6 heteromorphism was sterility associated in

advanced generation backcrosses, although it is possible

that the cob portion of orf112 was too small for reliable hy-

bridization. Confirmation of either or all these as active CMS

genes awaits additional evidence, such as accumulation of

predicted proteins or change in sterility expression with al-

terations to these ORFs.

Discussion

This study provides comprehensive detail on the sequence,

in vivo structure, and genetic content of the mitochondrial

genome of M. guttatus IM62, a hermaphroditic wild plant

that nonetheless carries a cytoplasmic male sterility system,

FIG. 4.—Candidate CMS genes. (A) Genomic map surrounding the ORFs upstream of the nad6 gene that were previously shown to be associated

with the CMS phenotype (Case and Willis 2008). The atp1 promoter region is shown in blue. The beginning is estimated to be 1736 bp upstream of the

start of nad6 (Case and Willis 2008). (B) Genomic map surrounding the three ORFs (orf387, orf112, and orf56) identified in this study that may be

alternative or additional CMS genes due to their chimeric nature. Small repeats that generate the chimeric portions of the ORFs are color coded

according to the genome map in figure 2. Other small repeats are shown on the map in purple. Below each small repeat, the number of read pairs that

indicate substoichiometric rearrangements with the other repeat copy is shown, and the genomic position of the other repeat copy (or copies) is given

in parentheses. The large repeat R1 is shown in black. A plastid insertion site is shown in green. Additional ORFs not considered candidate CMS genes

are shown as shorter boxes with hatched borders.
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including one or more mitochondrial sterility genes and one

or more nuclear restorer genes.

Repeat Activity and Stoichiometric Variation

The first major result of this work is that the different recom-

binational environments of the large repeats are all abundant
but not always in precisely equal or symmetric stoichiome-

tries (table 3). By using deep paired-end sequencing from

large insert libraries, we were able to detect and statistically

verify small (;2-fold) shifts in stoichiometry. The reliability of

our computational approach using read pair counts to esti-

mate stoichiometric abundancewas experimentally confirmed

in Cucumis sativus, in which the 9:1 stoichiometric variation

between the 3.6 kb repeat environments was calculated
using read pair counts and corroborated by Southern blot

analysis (Alverson et al. 2011a). This approach provides

a useful tool to address a question that was previously dif-

ficult (perhaps impossible) to resolve using more traditional

approaches. Southern blotting techniques are not truly

quantitative; quantitative polymerase chain reaction, which

relies on amplifying products at nearly 100% efficiency,

would not be reliable at the distances required to span
large repeats, thus limiting its utility for quantifying each

unique repeat environment.

This study is among the first to quantitatively and statis-

tically assess the frequency of all large repeat environments

in a plant mitochondrial genome (see also Alverson et al.

2011a). Early mapping studies used Southern blot mapping

data to show that large plant mitochondrial repeats are re-

combinogenic (Lonsdale et al. 1984; Palmer and Shields
1984), and many subsequent studies have detected or di-

rectly sequenced the alternative environments (e.g., Klein

et al. 1994; Ogihara et al. 2005; Sugiyama et al. 2005).

Fewer studies have examined the relative frequency of the

different environments (e.g., Palmer and Shields 1984; Klein

et al. 1994; Sloan et al. 2010), but the consensus view is that

they are in dynamic equilibrium due to frequent and revers-

ible homologous recombination between the large repeat
arrangements (Lonsdale et al. 1988; Woloszynska 2010).

Because these previous studies typically relied on semiquan-
titative assessments of Southern blot intensities, it would

have been easy to overlook the subtle (but significant) level

of variation uncovered here, which is 2-fold or less between

the most and least abundant arrangements for any one re-

peat and roughly 3-fold for the combined R2 þ R3 segment

(table 3). Re-evaluation of the reported stoichiometric equal-

ity in other species is likely to uncover additional cases of

subtle stoichiometric variation, especially for those species
in whichminor variation is apparent from Southern blot data.

The In Vivo Structure of the Mitochondrial Genome

In this study, we have presented clear evidence of high-

frequency rearrangement at large repeats. Additionally,

we showed that many small repeats are also active, albeit

at a much lower frequency (supplementary text, Supplemen-
tary Material online). Altogether, of the 9,001 pairs of reads

that mapped to the mitochondrial genome, .99% can be

mapped in a consistent fashion to either the initial assembly

or some alternative arrangement derived from recombina-

tion involving a large or small repeat. The remaining,1%of

read pairs may indicate some novel arrangement formed by

homologous recombination at an unidentified small repeat,

by illegitimate recombination, or after transfer to the nu-
cleus. Alternatively, they may simply reflect a low level of

sequence chimeras or handling errors. Regardless, these re-

sults show that very little mitochondrial DNA exists in some

unidentified substoichiometric arrangement in vivo in

Mimulus. However, they do not tell us about the structure

of the genome as a whole. Do mitochondrial genomes truly

exist as a collection of master and subgenomic circles, as

shown in fig. 3, perhaps in a state so fragile that the circles
cannot be recovered intact during electrophoretic or micros-

copy studies (the so-called ‘‘broken circles’’ theory)? Or are

they a collection of linear and multibranching molecules,

eachwith randomgenomic endpoints resulting in a circularly

permuted (and thus circularly mapping) genome?

Our statistical tests of stoichiometric symmetry of the

large repeat arrangements were designed to distinguish

between circular and linear molecules. If the genome exists
primarily as a collection of large circular molecules, we can

make two clear predictions about stoichiometric symmetry.

First, repeat arrangements that are physically linked in the

same master or subgenomic circle must have equal

stoichiometry. Second, repeat arrangements that lie on sep-

arate subgenomic circles (such as R2a vs. R2b and R3c vs.

R3d in conformations C4 and C6) may have unequal

stoichiometry if the subgenomic circles experience differen-
tial amplification and/or degradation, although there should

be consistency in the direction and magnitude of the

stoichiometric differences among the repeats on each sub-

genomic circle (e.g., if C4B is more abundant than C4A,

then repeat arrangements R2b and R3d should both exhibit

Table 4

Chimeric Mitochondrial Genes

Chimeric

ORF

Gene fragment

(nt position in ORF)a
Fragment

size (nt)

orf387 atp6 (8–78), atp6 (423–748) 71, 326

orf112 sdh3 (64–233), cob (229–280) 170, 52

orf56 nad5–e1 (34–88) 55

orf85 rrnL (1–44 rc) 44

orf60 cox1 (49–92 rc) 44

orf123 rrnS (42–78) 37

orf75 rrnS (179–212 rc) 34

orf49 rrnL (5–37) 33

orf99 rrnS (9–38 rc) 30

a
Gene fragments in bold are in proper orientation and reading frame. rc5 reverse

complement.
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a higher abundance relative to their coexisting arrange-
ments R2a and R3c, respectively). In contrast, if the genome

exists primarily as a collection of large linear molecules, then

coexisting repeat arrangements will not necessarily be phys-

ically linked, allowing them to exhibit asymmetric and un-

correlated stoichiometries due to independent gains or

losses of particular linear chromosomal fragments.

Our strongest evidence against the large circular chromo-

some model for IM62 can be seen in the striking asymmetry
of coexisting repeat arrangements R3a and R3b. The 2-fold

lower frequency of R3a relative to R3b is unlikely to have

been caused by sequencing bias and instead probably re-

flects real in vivo stoichiometric differences. Because this

large difference in abundance is incompatible with the con-

straint of physical linkage on conformations C1, C2, and C3,

it may point to unequal copies of the separate subgenomic

circles in conformation C5. However, arrangements R1d and
R2c are also separated from their respective coexisting re-

peats R1c and R2d in conformation C5; yet, neither of these

coexisting pairs exhibit a 2-fold difference in abundance.

Thus, none of the circular conformations in figure 3B can

account for the stoichiometric differences between R3a

and R3b. The anomalously low frequency of R3a relative

to the other R3 arrangements suggests an independent re-

pression of R3, which could only occur if R3a is physically
unlinked from R3b and not circularized with R1c and R2d.

The stoichiometric asymmetry of the R2a and R2b ar-

rangements is also inconsistent with the large circular

model, but this case may have other explanations. The fre-

quency difference between R2 arrangements was smaller

than at R3 and small enough that sequencing bias could

not be ruled out. That being said, we find it striking that

the most abundant arrangements for repeats R2, R3, and
R2 þ R3 were all associated with the C4 and C6 conforma-

tions and also all involved the pink and yellow single-copy

regions. The C4 and C6 conformations predict an identical

84 kb subgenomic circle comprising R2, R3, and the pink

and yellow regions. It is possible that the increased abun-

dance of R2b vs. R2a, R3d vs. R3c, R3d þ R2b vs. the other

combined segments, and the pink single-copy region (SC1)

vs. other single-copy regions in table 3 reflects dispropor-
tional amplification of this particular subgenomic circle rel-

ative to the rest of the genome.

Our results clearly indicate dynamic recombinational

stoichiometry and variable conformational structure in

the mitochondrial genome of IM62 in vivo. Given the

asymmetry of some repeat arrangements, we argue that

the master and subgenomic circles shown in figure 3B
are not the predominant conformations of the mitochon-
drial genome. We do not know whether the observed

mitochondrial genomic variability occurs at the scale of dif-

ferent individuals in a population or within individual plants

because the DNA used for whole-genome shotgun

sequencing was prepared from multiple plants. However,

the plants were grown from seeds produced by self-
pollination of a single highly inbred line, suggesting that there

should be minimal variation among individuals. Furthermore,

many studies have observed multiple genomic conformations

within individual plants (reviewed in Kmiec et al. 2006;

McCauley and Olson 2008; Woloszynska 2010), indicating

that the different large repeat environments are present at

appreciable levels within a single plant. Thus, it is unlikely that

the variation we detect is due to the averaging of minor to
major stoichiometric differences among individual plants.

Rather, the inequality we find is probably due to slight

deviations from dynamic equilibrium within an individual.

Future work is necessary to evaluate genomic conforma-

tions between different tissue types. It remains possible that

large circular chromosomes may exist in specific tissues or at

a low level throughout the plant. For instance, it is possible

that master circle conformations may be the predominant
form in meristematic tissue to ensure faithful replication

and propagation of the mitochondrial genome (Backert

et al. 1997; Arrieta-Montiel et al. 2001; Sakai et al. 2004;

Woloszynska 2010). But, based on our evidence, most mi-

tochondrial DNA in whole individuals cannot exist in a large

circular conformation in Mimulus.

Verification of the Assembled Genome

In our experience, plant mitochondrial genomes rarely as-

semble into a single contig in genome sequencing projects.

This is typically due to the inability of assembly software to

correctly position multiple copies of large repeats and the

confounding influence of alternative genomic environments

in which these repeats are found. Given these difficulties

and the uncertainty regarding the in vivo structure of plant
mitochondrial genomes, it is surprising that most complete

genome reports provide few details on the methods used to

close gaps in the assembly and little to no evidence to sup-

port the accuracy of their finished assembly. Without these

details, it is impossible to know whether a genome was as-

sembled correctly.

For the Mimulus genome reported here, we conducted

four independent assemblies using different library insert
sizes, all of which produced essentially identical consensus

sequences, thus providing verification of the assembly at the

single-nucleotide level and at larger genomic scales. Map-

ping of the read pairs from the 35 kb insert library (fig. 1)

provided unambiguous support for the methods used to

close gaps including the contig end-joins and inferred re-

peats (supplementary fig. 1, Supplementary Material online)

and confirmed that the entire consensus sequence is sup-
ported by read pair data. The high quality of the sequencing

data used here, which was generated by paired-end Sanger

sequencing of clonal libraries with large and variable insert

sizes, ensured that the assembly would also be of high

quality. However, as sequencing projects shift to using next
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generation sequencing technologies, which typically use
smaller library insert sizes and produce shorter and less

accurate reads, it will become ever more important to

provide evidence of assembly accuracy. We hope that

our comprehensive verification procedure will serve as

a model for future plant mitochondrial genome projects.

Genome Evolution: tRNAs, Ribosomal Proteins, and
Chimeric ORFs

In most respects, the genetic content of the Mimulus mito-

chondrial genome is fairly typical of other angiosperms. How-

ever, the four novel tRNAs predicted to carry threonine or

leucine are unusual because tRNAs for these amino acids

are rare to absent in sequencedmitochondrial genomes from

other angiosperms (summarized in Sloan et al. 2010). The

trnT-GGU gene is similar (;80%) to unannotated regions

in at least five other angiosperms, suggesting a previously un-
recognized tRNA of potential functionality in many species.

The origins and evolutionary implications of the three nonho-

mologous trnL genes are also curious. Presumably, these

three tRNAs independently shifted their anticodon from non-

leucine amino acids to leucine, but it is not known if they are

functional or why they became necessary inMimulus. Further
comparative analysis is required fromother asterids (Lamiales,

in particular) to determine the timing and functional signifi-
cance of these apparent anticodon changes.

For the four ribosomal proteins lost from the Mimulus
mitochondrial genome, the availability of the assembled

nuclear genome allowed us to search for their functional re-

placements. The putative nuclear RPL2 and RPS1 proteins

are most similar (.50% identity) to several mitochondrial

homologs from other plants available in GenBank, suggest-

ing that the Mimulus nuclear genes were derived by direct
functional transfer of themitochondrial genes to the nuclear

genome. In contrast, Mimulus nuclear RPS7 and RPS19,

which were identified by strongest similarity to Vitis
mitochondrial homologs, are in fact much more similar

(.90% identity) to plastid or cytosolic ribosomal proteins

in GenBank. In other words, we did not find any evidence

for a mitochondrial gene or mitochondrion-derived nuclear

gene encoding RPS7 or RPS19 inMimulus. It is possible that
mitochondrion-derived nuclear genes are absent from the

assembly (i.e., they lie in the currently unassembled regions

of the nuclear genome). However, the presence of multiple

nuclear genes encoding plastid or cytosolic ribosomal pro-

teins for RPS7 and RPS19 suggests that one or more of these

products may be retargeted to the mitochondrion to func-

tionally replace the lost mitochondrial version, as also ob-

served for several other ribosomal proteins in other plants
(Adams, Daley, et al. 2002; Mollier et al. 2002; Mower and

Bonen 2009; Kubo and Arimura 2010).

Finally, we were surprised to find four ORFs exhibiting

strong features of known CMS-causing genes, including

a chimeric structure (two containing part of an ATP synthase

subunit) and the presence of predicted transmembrane do-
mains. Work is underway to determine whether any or all

these ORFs are expressed and functional, either as CMS

genes or otherwise, because direct association with the

male-sterile phenotype is currently limited to transcription

of orf290 (Case and Willis 2008). Although segregation

of male sterility in controlled crosses was consistent with

a single nuclear restorer locus (Fishman and Willis 2006),

Rf in M. guttatus IM62 actually involves two tightly linked
nuclear loci (Barr and Fishman 2010). Multiple Rf loci do

not necessarily imply that there are multiple CMS genes

in the IM62 mitochondrial genome, although it is possible.

These two Rf loci do not act epistatically because a single

dominant allele at either locus was sufficient to restore male

fertility in CMS lines inM. guttatus (Barr and Fishman 2010).

Analysis of mitochondrial gene expression with alternate Rf

genotypes may reveal whether each locus alters nad6 or atp6
transcription profiles in addition to restoring male fertility.

All four candidate CMS genes contained multiple small

repeats, although not all were obviously actively recombin-

ing in the tissues used to create the IM62 genomic libraries.

Historical activity at these repeats may have created the chi-

meric genes in the first place and/or placed them in locations

within the genome that favored their transcription. Studies

in crop systems suggest that CMS expression may be regu-
lated by current activity at small repeats that alter or relocate

a CMS gene prior to transcription (reviewed in McCauley

and Olson 2008) and that nuclear loci may be responsible

for the timing or cues for rearrangement (Arrieta-Montiel

et al. 2009). It is also possible that it is the substoichiometric

recombination products (rather than the chimeric ORFs

themselves) that cause CMS. Whether these substoichio-

metric molecules are variably present among individual
mitochondria, among cells or tissue types, or among differ-

ent individuals cannot be determined from read pair data

alone. If they were, then the expression of CMS in natural

populations would vary irrespective of their genotype at the

nuclear restorer loci. Indeed, Barr and Fishman (2010) found

a very small number of M. guttatus IM62 individuals that

lacked both restorer alleles but were still male fertile. This

may indicate a role for stoichiometry or recombination in
regulating CMS expression, although several attempts to

document such an effect have been inconclusive. Markers

for alternate forms of orf290 suggest that many wild acces-

sions of M. guttatus do contain a mixture of mitotypes

where orf290 is either complete or truncated (Floro

2011; Case AL, unpublished data). Further characterization

of all candidate CMS genes and their recombination prod-

ucts is necessary to unambiguously identify the source of
cryptic CMS in M. guttatus IM62. Comparative analyses

with other M. guttatus mitochondrial genomes that do

not harbor cryptic CMS will be important for understanding

the consequences of a history of CMS on mitochondrial ge-

nome structure and evolution.
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Supplementary Material

Supplementary text, figures 1–5, and table 1 are available at
Genome Biology and Evolution online (http://www.gbe.

oxfordjournals.org/).
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